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Devastating Impacts of Senseless
Russian Aggression:
Collateral Damage in Africa and the
World
According to Washington Mito, a
Kenyan-based journalist, economists
have warned that prices of basic

commodities will rise owing to
the recent war between Russia and
Ukraine which has affected global
trade. Mito suggested that Kenya is
in line to feel the heat of the conflict
as both Ukraine and Russia are its
key trade partners.

Farmers were warned to brace
themselves for tough times ahead
given the spike in the price of
fertilizer which will only get worse
and many common commodities that
Kenya imports from Ukraine and
Russia will no longer be available.
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Wheat is at the top of that list with
Kenya importing wheat worth
$140M from Russia in 2020 and
another $9M from Ukraine. While
some parts of Kenya plant wheat,
used in the preparation of bread, the
country often faces deficits given
the change in climate and the ever-

increasing demand for wheat by
industries and Kenyans. Similarly,
maize is one of the products that

dominate cereal imports from the
two countries with the majority
of the maize flour exported from
Russia (estimated at $9M).
Since the conflict started, news
of spiking fertilizer prices was
omnipresent. Farmers have already
raised concern over the high price of
fertilizer. This situation worsened as
the Kenyan Ministry of Agriculture
predicted the Russian suspension of
fertilizer exports.
Additional collateral damage to
the unnecessary conflict is steel,
as both Ukraine and Russia are
dominant exporters of iron sheets
to Kenya. Kenya imported iron

sheets and steel worth nearly $120M
from Russia and another $40M
from Ukraine. According to the
global trade data, iron sheets are
the second-largest imports of Kenya
from Russia after cereals.
Other products Kenya imports
from Russia and Ukraine include
paper boards used in the making
of cardboard boxes, among other
items. For some manufacturing
companies in Kenya, Russia and
Ukraine play a key role as the
businesses depend on oilseed
imports from the two countries.
Ukraine is Kenya’s major export
source for the product. Some of the
oilseeds include sunflower seed to
make sunflower oil.
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Unknown to many, Russia is one of
the world’s biggest manufacturers
of cleaning machines such as
dishwashers and vacuum cleaners.
Additionally, Kenya imports
refrigerators and freezers from
Russia.
Shoshana Kedem, reporting for
African Business, corroborated
that African countries most
vulnerable to the conflict are those

which import a large share of
the wheat they consume, such as
Egypt. Meanwhile, African fuel oil
importers like Kenya are feeling the
heat of surging oil prices as Russia,
one of the world’s largest exporters
of crude, is hit by sanctions for this
nonsensical war causing disruptions
and embargoes to energy exports.
Commodity exporters, like Nigeria
and Angola, are likely to be the

biggest benefactors of the war as
supply-constrained commodity
prices boom. Egypt is particularly
vulnerable to further commodity
price pressures due to its high
dependency on imports from both
countries, according to Capital
Economics’ senior emerging
markets economist, Jason Tuvey.
“This could lead to a small widening
of Egypt’s current account deficit,
but – with subsidies set to be cut
back – the biggest impact is likely
to come via higher inflation. That
will hit household spending and also
raise the risk of fresh social unrest.”
Ghana and Nigeria also consume
a lot of wheat, much of which is
imported.
Oil exporters, such as Nigeria and
Angola, are set to benefit from the
commodity price chaos as their
current accounts rake in the gains of
the oil price increase, which is big
enough to counter underperforming
production.
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While Russia is just a small African

or days long. This writer was a

trading partner, the impact on trade

personal witness to more than ten

will be marginal for most African

thousand Sri Lankans queuing up

countries. However, some, like

for gas with gallon plastic milk jugs

Uganda, are more exposed.
On a global scale, Russia only
accounts for 2-3% of Africa’s trade,
according to UNCTAD data, which
is mostly made up of exports, and
only 0.5% of imports from the
continent.
Debt default is likely throughout
Africa due to the insidious

in early March. The desperation
and crisis have only worsened since
that visit. The Financial Times
profiled how Sri Lanka’s escalating
debt crisis and how its largest tea
customer, Russia, could continue to
devastate that country into financial
ruin.
It is an ugly and wholly unnecessary

Russian attack. The same is true

invasion with ramifications well

in Sri Lanka where gas lines are

outside of Ukraine, with significant

thousands of trucks deep and hours

impacts on many African nations.
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